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Three key topics
Infinity, causality, laws of nature

I The three key topics are

I infinity in the Western metaphysics of math

I causality in Western metaphysics and science

I laws of nature in Western metaphysics and science.
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Western metaphysics only

I Note that we are referring to these issues

I as they appear in Western metaphysics.

I There are other notions of infinity, causality, and “laws”
in other cultures.

I However, we are specifically referring to these notions in
Western metaphysics

I declared to be “superior” and normatively universal.
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Examples

I For example, in everyday parlance we say

I ”Pele was the cause of Brazil’s victory in football”.

I This says that an individual was the cause of something.

I However, according to the mechanical notion of
causality in present-day physics, there is nothing special
about humans or living organism.

I Boltzmann: “The most superficial observation shows
that the laws of nature apply equally to human beings.”
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Mechanical vs mundane causality

I According to present-day physics, the future is
mechanically connected to the past:

I the laws of physics allows us to calculate the future, in
a completely mechanical way, given the past.

I Human intervention cannot influence the outcome in
the slightest way.

I Therefore the same word “causality” is used in two
different senses: mechanical causality is the opposite of
mundane causality.
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Laplace’s demon

I Laplace’s demon is a personification of this problem.

I The demon is a super-scientist (hence knows all laws of
physics)

I a super observer (hence knows all past by observation)

I and a super computer (hence can use past data and
laws of physics to calculate the future).

I Therefore, Laplace’s demon knows what is going to
happen, and you cannot change that in any way.
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Why is this a demon?

I This is called a demon for the following amusing reason.

I Laplace copied from his younger contemporaries
without acknowledging them.

I His student, Napoleon Bonaparte, king of France, hence
twitted him, saying

I ”You have written a book about the world without once
acknowledging God as its Creator”.

I Laplace replied: “I have no need of God in my system”.
Hence, his creature is known as a demon!

I This was imagined in the preface of his book on
probability [download] to show that probability
represents ignorance, and not the reality, which was
known to his demon.
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Background

I The background is that Newton could not prove the
stability of the planetary system

I he thought God intervened occasionally (“divine
clockmaker oiling the machinery”).

I Laplace proved the stability of the solar system. Hence,
his claim that he had no need of “God” meaning
providential interventions in his system.

I Thus, prior to Laplace Western scientists believed that
God works mostly not entirely with laws. Newton
believed in occasional providential interventions.
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Laplace’s demon

I Anyway, this creature with supernatural powers became
known as Laplace’s demon.

I Laplace’s demon makes clear that on present-day
physics the world is mechanical (like a piece of
clockwork).

I This is a doctrine of jabr (determinism).

I This metaphysics of “laws” arose as a politically
convenient solution in the Crusading theology of
Thomas Aquinas and his followers (called “schoolmen”).

I This Crusading superstition preceded science.
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False superstition
Based on mundane observation

I The belief that everything in the world is decided by
divine laws is a superstition,

I because everyday observation shows it to be false.

I You live your life on the observation that what you do
probably decides a tiny bit of the future.

I E.g. if you study hard you are likely to do well in the
exams.

I E.g. if you drink and drive you are likely to have an
accident., etc.
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Consequences

I Nevertheless, this false Christian superstition about
“laws of nature” is taught to schoolchildren as the first
lesson in science (“Newton’s laws”)

I Then, the prestige of science is used to attack Islam as
unscientific

I since it does not accept the belief (or the same belief)
in laws of nature.
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Repeat

I Don’t confuse different notions of “causality” and
“laws” just because you use the same word.

I The notions of crusading Christian metaphysics differ
from the ordinary everyday notions.

I And we have seen what harm they cause.

I (See the USM minutes (link in previous lecture) for the
distinction between Indian rta [from rtu, seasons], or
regularity, and Aquinas’ notion of law.)
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I did not end with “Newton’s laws”.
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I More details in my book Eleven Pictures of Time,

I and in my review of Hawking’s latest book.
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S
tephen Hawking’s new book, The
Grand Design: New Answers To The
Ultimate Questions of Life, has a
misleading subtitle. It aims to an-
swer the ultimate questions not of
life, but of theology. Those concern

creation and God.
Science, too, has a big bang theory of the

origin of the cosmos. How does that compare
with the religious account of creation given
by (Christian) theology?

This question has preoccupied Hawking
since his first book in 1973. (That was not the
Brief History Of Time, but a book on gener-
al relativity called The Large-Scale Structure
Of Space-Time.) The concluding sentence of
that book spoke of a “moment of creation”
(called a “singularity”) when the laws of
physics break down (see box). Hawking
claimed to have proved that the “laws of
physics” imply creation.

Does the big bang (a dense state of the cos-
mos) coincide with creation (a true beginning
of time)? People commonly confound the two;
that includes scientists—the website of the

Large Hadronic Collider also speaks of cre-
ation. But a dense state of the cosmos

need not be a moment of creation. In
the Hindu view of a quasi-recurrent

cosmos, the cosmos periodically
goes through a dense egg state (hi-

ranyagarbha). The same is true
of general relativity. If the

cosmos rotates, for example, the big bang
might not be a beginning of time, but only the
other side of a big crunch. So, while the ob-
served cosmic microwave (millimeter) back-
ground might be evidence for a past dense
state of the cosmos, it is no evidence for cre-
ation or a beginning of time. The whole
point of Hawking’s singularity theory was
to try to settle this doubt whether the big
bang did amount to creation. Strangely, this
book never comes to grips with the common
confusion between the big bang and instan-
taneous creation.

Creation and the Bible
Now instantaneous creation, a few billion
years ago, is not exactly the Bible story of cre-
ation in 7 days, some 6,000 years ago. But Chris-
tian theologians explained long ago how the
two are compatible!  Hawking’s earlier view
coincided with those of Thomas Aquinas, a
key 13th century church theologian, who stat-
ed in his Summa Theologica that after creat-
ing the world, God ruled it with eternal laws.

Theology is about power, not the Bible.
This was renamed “soft power” by Hunting-
ton, a modern strategist, who recognised its
role in the US agenda for global hegemony.

The politics of “science and creation” re-
lates to the civilisational clash between Chris-
tianity and Islam. Creation at one instant in
the past is opposed to the Islamic view of con-
tinuous creation, or the Buddhist view of non-
creation, or even the Hindu view of a quasi-
recurrent and long-lived cosmos. So, the sub-
tle propaganda point in Hawking’s work has
all along been that science is opposed to all
non-Christian views of creation, which are
hence false. This influences large numbers of
people who implicitly believe in science, es-
pecially if they don’t understand it.

FJ Tipler even argued that singularity the-
ory shows that “Judeo-Christian theology is
a part of physics”. The book under review
obliquely refers to that argument through the
Hollywood film, The Matrix, which combines
Tipler’s idea of humans as characters in a
computer-generated virtual reality with the
story of Christ as saviour.

The weaknesses of singularity theory were
pointed out by various people including CJS
Clarke and this reviewer. The theory had no
experimental consequence, and hence was
not science. A singularity is merely a mathe-
matical infinity which can be easily elimi-
nated by changing a mathematical definition.

In a public debate with this reviewer, Roger
Penrose, the originator of singularity theory,
could not defend the physical interpretation
of a singularity (it might be just a common
shock wave, as this reviewer argued). The
proofs of Hawking’s singularity theorems
used biased assumptions about time, called
the “chronology condition” (that time is not
‘cyclic’) which are central to the revised
Christian theological dogma from the 4th cen-
tury. Hawking justified those assumptions us-
ing arguments very similar to Augustine’s
(a 4th century theologian). This was ex-
plained in this reviewer’s book The Eleven
Pictures of Time. In an indirect acknowledg-
ment of this critique, Hawking’s latest book
has only a single passing line on singularity
theory: “It seems the laws of evolution of the
universe may break down at the big bang”.

The Brief History Of Time pushed that cre-
ationist idea, and gave Hawking the image of
a super-scientist, among laypersons. But the
weakness of singularity theory, combined
with its proximity to Christian theology, dam-
aged Hawking’s image among scientists. The
inspired (if devious) marketing line for the
present book is that, according to Hawking,
God is not needed for creation. So, what is the
new answer to the mystery of creation? This
is never explained in the book, surely by de-
sign. That subtlety has also been missed by
reviewers, so it needs to be made explicit.

Hawking’s earlier answer (like Aquinas’
theology) had a defect. If the “laws of
physics” break down at the moment of cre-
ation, then how can they be eternal? So the
new answer given (implicitly) by Hawking is
that God created only the laws of physics,
which are “eternal” in the sense of being out-
side time. The cosmos was created accord-
ing to these laws, and hence does not (direct-
ly) require God for its creation. That is, Hawk-
ing, the scientist, can speak comfortably only
of the “laws of physics”, while the Christian
theologian can say those “laws” were created
by God just as they had been saying all along.

Patchwork models, not reality
How do we know that there are “laws of
physics”, or that they do not change capri-
ciously with the epoch? Or that they exist
when/where the cosmos does not? Hawking
appeals to “model-dependent realism”: only
models matter, there is no reality. Even a com-
prehensive model is not needed, a patchwork
will do. Hawking advocates this “philosophy”
since he needs to patch general relativity
(which models the cosmos at large scales)
with quantum field theory (which models the
cosmos at very small scales). Though Hawk-
ing suggests that the two can be patched to-
gether, the lay reader is never warned that no
one has quite succeeded in doing that so far.

How did the “laws of physics” create the
cosmos? The authors use Feynman’s idea of
alternative past histories without pointing
out its key lacuna. (Feynman’s idea was that
all that could have happened did happen.)
That formulation can make predictions, like
astrology, but those predictions cannot be re-
futed by experiment. Science must be
refutable, but Hawking has changed that to
mean that it must be reputable.

Why did God create the world he did? The
new answer (using alternative past histories)
is that he just haphazardly created all possi-
ble worlds — billions of them — of which we
are aware of only one. The final leap in the
book is into M-theory, which supposedly ex-
plains everything, but is never explained in
the book. Instead, the book just concludes by
passing it off as the unified theory Einstein
was looking for. The authors apparently think
this is a book in the Complete Idiot’s series.

Hawking’s claim—that he has no need for
God in his system—is not original: a similar
claim was made long ago, in a similar context,
by Laplace. Not only al Ghazali, but also Isaac
Newton thought that God intervenes in the
cosmos from time to time. The universe may
be like a giant piece of clockwork, but it was
necessary to wind up the clock (or recharge
the batteries) occasionally. Newton needed
God’s intervention since he was unable to
prove the stability of the planetary system.
Laplace did so, hence his boast that he had no
need for God in his system.

So what does that mean for the layperson?
This iron “rule of law” not only eliminates
divine intervention, it also eliminates any
creative human intervention, to bring about
a particular future. This not only makes life
utterly pointless, it cuts out the basis of the
belief in science. In contrast, the Islamic be-
lief in continuous creation allows human cre-
ativity, like the Buddhist belief in conditioned
coorigination (paticca samuppada) or the
Hindu belief in creative action (karma).
Hawking’s answer to this is very very old
hat—something called Conway’s “Game of
Life” which shows how complexity may give
rise to the illusion of creativity. The authors
neglect the whole host of difficulties with
that, perhaps because they believe “philoso-
phy is dead”. But what they give in its place
is half-baked science to support full-blown
theology which suits the pursuit of world
power by one superpower. themag@dnaindia.net

Hawking: Theology in a scientific bottle

The Christian
propaganda in
Hawking’s work
What do the Pope and Stephen Hawking have
in common? Both propagate a Christian view
of how the universe came into being: While
the Pope is direct, seeing the hand of God in
the Big Bang, Hawking does it more subtly.
His popular books provide a scientific veneer
to Christian theology, while projecting 
non-Christian views of creation as
unscientific, reveals Professor CK Raju, 
who is currently with the School of
Mathematical Sciences, Universiti 
Sains Malaysia

Politics of creation
Both science and religion have
stories about cosmic creation.
The Christian belief is that God
created the world at a certain
point of time. This appears to tie
in with the Big Bang theory. But
in fact, extrapolating backwards
from an expanding universe only
tells us there was a dense state
of the cosmos, and not that there
was a moment of instantaneous
creation or a beginning of time.

To get around this, Hawking
earlier applied the notion of
‘singularity’ to argue that the Big
Bang did go back to a moment of
creation. A singularity is
commonly believed to be a
mathematical point of infinite
density into which all matter
flowed. But Hawking believed
that the laws of physics must
break down at a singularity.

So here’s the Catch-22: you can
cook up a moment of creation
with the singularity theory, but in
that case, the laws of physics
(such as the law of gravitation)
are not eternal and won’t apply
there. Hawking’s new book
makes use of some dubious
science to imply that God made
only the laws of physics, which
then created the cosmos.
(Hence, the blurb: “God not
needed for creation”.) In
Hawking’s new scheme of things,
the laws of physics are ‘eternal’
in the sense of being outside
time, which begins only post-
creation. So, Hawking, the
scientist, can speak comfortably
only of the “laws of physics”,
while the Christian theologian
can say those “laws” were
created by God just as they had
been saying all along.

More importantly, these views of
creation are contrary to the
Hindu view of a quasi-recurrent
cosmos, the Islamic view of
continuous creation, and the
Buddhist view of non-creation.
So, Hawking’s theories have

been used to argue that science
agrees with Christianity but is
contrary to other religions. Given
that people tend to believe
authoritative scientists without
understanding what they say,
this is powerful propaganda in
the ongoing clash of civilizations.   

Half-baked science
Hawking’s new theory is that the
cosmos was spontaneously
created by the laws of physics.
But how do we know there are
eternal laws of physics? How do
we know the “laws” do not
change with every epoch?

Hawking gets around such
questions by resorting to “model-
dependent realism”. He also
adopts physicist Richard
Feynman’s idea that all that
could have happened did
happen. He uses this idea to
marry the physics of the large
(gravitation) to the physics of the
small (quantum theory). But this
is a ‘shotgun wedding’ because
there is no accepted way to
match the two as yet. Also, a
universe ruled entirely by law
suggests that human creativity
or “free will” is an illusion; this is
fatal to the philosophy of
science, and makes life
meaningless.

God’s hand in Big Bang
In a sermon last week, Pope
Benedict said God’s mind was
behind the Big Bang, and
Christians should reject the idea
that the universe came into
being by accident.
“Contemplating it, we are invited
to read something profound into
it: the wisdom of the creator.” 

Benedict and his predecessor
John Paul have been trying to
shed the Roman Catholic
Church’s image of being anti-
science, a label that stuck when
it condemned Galileo for saying
that the earth revolves around
the sun, challenging the Bible.

The Grand Design:
New Answers To The

Ultimate Questions
Of Life

Stephen Hawking
and Leonard

Mlodinow
Bantam Books

199 pages
Rs599
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Metaphysics of causality and infinity

I This involves the other two issues:

I the Western metaphysics of causality and infinity.

I Hawking’s singularities are nothing but an infinity of
some sort.

I Hawking uses the Western metaphysics of infinity to
conclude that this indicates a breakdown of the “laws of
nature”, hence a moment of creation.
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The big bang theory

I Observations indicate that the further away a
star/galaxy is, the faster it is receding from us.

I (The velocity of recession is measured by the red shift:
the light from the galaxy gets shifted towards the red
end of the spectrum, just as the pitch of a car horn falls
for a receding car)

I The red-shift-distance relation indicates that the
cosmos is expanding.

I Hence we infer the big bang theory: that the cosmos
had a past dense state.
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Hawking singularities

I But the big bang theory only says that the cosmos had
a past dense state, not that that was the beginning of
time. That dense state may have been the result of a
preceding expansion and recontraction.

I Hawking claims that the big bang must also have been
the beginning of time

I based on his claim that the big bang must involve a
singularity or an infinity of some sort

I and hence indicates a breakdown of the “laws of
physics”.
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Infinity

I Note that this involves a special notion of infinity

I which comes with the usual calculus with limits

I according to which a discontinuous function is not
differentiable

I or if differentiated leads to an infinity.

I (This is false even in that calculus. Those who know
enough math, see my article on “Junction Conditions in
General Relativity” J. Phys. A (1980), or
“Distributional matter tensors in relativity” (online).)
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Chronology condition

I Hawking also uses a special postulate about time or
“causality”

I called the “chronology condition”.

I This says there are no closed time-like curves (CTC).

I According to the general theory of relativity, a time-like
curve is a possible trajectory of a particle.

I If the curve is closed, it means the particle repeats its
history.
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Chronology condition
contd

I Hawking rejects this on the grounds that we see a
rocket repeating its history, and this implies determinism

I but “all of our philosophy of science is based on the
belief that we are free to perform any experiment.

I The issue is like that of hero in a movie. The same
action is repeated again and again.
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Relation to Christian theology

I Deep waters. See Eleven Pictures of Time for an
explanation why Hawking’s argument is the same as
Augustine’s

I (Augustine’s bad argument changed Christian theology
in the 4th c.

I The council of Nicea in the 4th c. marks the marriage
of church and state. Post-Nicene theology is purely
political and intended to increase the power of the
church.)
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Hawking singularities
Their political importance

I Hawking’s serious book (Large scale structure of
spacetime, Cambridge university press, 1973) (bottom
line, p. 384) connects the notion of singularity with the
Christian notion of creation

I ”. . . the actual point of creation, the singularity, is
outside the scope of the presently known laws of
physics.”

I His popular book (Brief History of Time) elaborates
(pp. 183–184)

I ”At the big bang and other singularities, all the laws [of
nature] would have broken down, so God would still
have had complete freedom to choose what happened
and how the universe began.”
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Christian vs Islamic theology

I Note that in post-Crusade Christian theology

I God has this freedom only once (at the “moment” of
creation)

I and that at all other times it is the rule of the “laws of
nature” which applies.

I This is different from Muslim beliefs, where God may
intervene at any time for he never sleeps and
continuously creates the world afresh.
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Tipler on Christian theology as a branch of
physics

I Tipler (Physics of Immortality, Macmillan, 1995) has
explained Hawking’s implicit conclusions in the
following clear-cut way.

I ”theology is a branch of physics, . . . physicists can infer
by calculation the existence of God and the likelihood of
the resurrection of the dead to eternal life in exactly the
same way as physicists calculate the properties of the
electron.. . . the central claims of Judeo-Christian
theology are in fact true,. . . these claims are
straightforward deductions of the laws of physics as we
now understand them. I have been forced into these
conclusions by the inexorable logic of my own special
branch of physics. . . the area of global general
relativity. . . created. . . by the great British physicists
Roger Penrose and Stephen Hawking.”
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Tipler explains Hawking
contd

I If Tipler is right, the natural conclusion is again that the
Islamic notion of creation is false (as is the Buddhist
notion of conditioned coorigination, and other notions).

I Tipler’s propaganda is supported by the Hollywood film
“Matrix”

I which poularises Tipler’s message that we are just a
machine’s dream.

I Given the big money in it, there is nothing innocent
about this propaganda in using science to attack Islam
and other religious beliefs.
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The criterion of refutability

I You have learnt the criterion of refutability.

I Apply it. What Tipler and Hawking say, is it science?

I Is it refutable?

I No. (That is why Hawking could not get a Nobel prize
till now, despite his fame and his millions of admirers
and supporters.)
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The criterion of reputability

I Hawking’s theory is not refutable, hence “not even
wrong”. (We can learn something from mistakes but
not from bad metaphysics.)

I But it is considered “science” because it is reputable.

I Hawking is a reputed physicist.

I Tipler is a reputed Professor of mathematical physics,
who has published in the reputed journal Nature (also
published by Macmillan who published his book).
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Back to colonial education

I Recall that colonial education was modeled on
missionary education.

I Missionary education taught faith.

I By ensuring that students remain ignorant so they are
forced to rely on authority,

I and telling them that only Western authorities were
reputed hence reliable.
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An example
Real-life example

I This is what happens today: you learn too little.

I Consequently, you are forced to trust others (who are
not trustworthy and exploit that trust.).

I I first discovered this in a debate with Roger Penrose in
Delhi (ca. 1995). (Roger Penrose started the study of
singularities, which Hawking later developed. Penrose is
a Platonist.)

I Penrose was caught off balance by my arguments, but
noticed that all the professors from Delhi University and
JNU did not know enough physics to understand what
he was saying.

I Hence, he beat around the bush using technicalities
only I understood.
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Another example of faith
Also a real-life example

I A lady argued as follows.

I ”I don’t know physics, but [I believe] my husband is a
“real” physicist”.

I My husband too does not know enough mathematics
and physics to comment directly on your work.

I But he has full [blind] faith in the editors of Western
journals, and asks why you don’t publish your work in
Nature etc.?

I So based on my blind faith in my husband, and my
husband’s blind faith in the editors of Western journals,
I don’t believe what you say about Hawking! (For her,
“real science” is presumably about blind faith, like
church Christianity.)
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husband’s blind faith in the editors of Western journals,
I don’t believe what you say about Hawking! (For her,
“real science” is presumably about blind faith, like
church Christianity.)
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A moral turn

I Curiously, the lady added a moral tone to her
“argument”.

I She said she was standing up to my authority!

I She does not work under me. In fact, she works under a
dictatorship which asks all academics to toe the
Western line, and bribes them for doing it.

I She never stood up to that authority, for it would mean
financial ruin.

I This shows how in real life, (a) missionary propaganda
in early childhood, (b) the criterion of reputability, and
(c) colonial bribes, all add up.
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Western notion of infinity

I People often confuse my point against the Western
metaphysics of infinity with a general argument against
infinity. (E.g. see my latest blog on infinity.)

I To reiterate, I do not object to infinity as such

I but only to the Western metaphysics of infinity

I which is tied to a notion of eternity

I critical to post-Nicene Christian theology.
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An example
Counting

I Let us take an example to make things clearer.

I In your childhood, when you first learnt to count, you
must have asked, “which is the largest number?” Did
you?

I You were probably told there is no largest.

I There are infinitely many natural numbers.

I That is, if you give me a number, I can always give you
a bigger number.
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Counting and set theory

I However, Western metaphysics tries to capture the
entire infinity

I in one set: the set of natural numbers.

I It is clearly physically impossible to enumerate the
elements of the set. So this is metaphysics. Set theory
involves Western metaphysics.

I But the metaphysics of set theory is complicated, so let
us see the problem in another easier way, using
school-level knowledge.
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Assignment

I Write a note on the Western metaphysics of

I infinity, causality, “laws of nature”

I and what difference that makes to you.
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